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Let K/k be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group r, and 
let D, o be the rings of integers of K, k, respectively. In this paper we 
investigate the structure of 0 as an or-module by comparing 0 with its dual, 
Horn@, 0). M. J. Taylor [ 11, Theorem, p. 1731 proved in 1978 that these 
two modules are stably isomorphic over Zr, assuming that all the primes of 
o dividing the order of r are unramified in K. This result had been conjec- 
tured by Frohlich [5, p. 4231 in the case k = Q. Its generalization to all tame 
extensions is an easy consequence of Taylor’s subsequent proof of Frohlich’s 
conjecture describing the class of 0 in the class group of locally free ZT- 
modules in terms of the Artin root number [ 12, Theorem 1, p. 4 1; 5, 
Proposition 3, p. 4391. 
To study the Galois module structure of 0 in the wild case Queyrut [7] 
introduced the S-Grothendieck groups Gi(oT) and K”(oT), where S is a set 
of primes of o. Namely, G&(oT) is the Grothendieck group corresponding to 
the category of finitely generated o-torsion free or-modules, with relations 
arising from short exact sequences splitting outside S; Ki(oT) is the 
Grothendieck group of all finitely generated o-torsion free or-modules which 
are locally projective outside S, with relations arising from short exact 
sequences. With Cassou-Nogues [3, Corollaire 6.3, p. 231, Queyrut 
generalized Taylor’s duality result to the wild case by showing that if S is a 
set of rational primes containing those with a divisor in o wildly ramified in 
K, then the class of 0 is equal to the class of its dual in K:(U). As in the 
tame case, this result could be obtained as a consequence of Queyrut’s 
conjecture concerning the class of 0 in K~(ZI’) [3, p. 81, which was proved 
in several cases [3]. The proofs of the above results used the description of 
certain Grothendieck groups as quotients of groups of character functions, as 
well as results on modules introduced by Swan in [lo]. 
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Another approach was used by Chase [4, Theorem I.111 to generalize 
Taylor’s result to self-duality over oT for tame extensions. Since the trace 
map tr,,, : K + k induces an or-module isomorphism between the dual of 0 
and the codifferent of the extension K/k, C(K/k), it is quite natural to use the 
o-torsion or-module T(K/k) = C(K/k)/D to “measure” the difference 
between 0 and its dual. Chase computed T(K/k) explicitly in terms of 
Swan’s modules in the tame case, and used it to prove his self-duality 
theorem. The object of this paper is to generalize Chase’s result and methods 
to the wild case. For this in Section 1, after some basic definitions, we 
introduce the Grothendieck group K~‘.S(oT) of all finitely generated o- 
torsion or-modules which have finite homological dimension outside S. The 
central result of this paper is Theorem 2.13 which generalizes Chase’s 
theorem to give an explicit description of T(K/k) in Kt,OrvS(oT) for suitably 
chosen S. As in the tame case, the global result is obtained from the local 
result (Theorem 2.10), and the local result is obtained by reducing to the 
totally ramified tame case. As a corollary to Theorem 2.13 we obtain 
Cassou-Nogues and Queyrut’s self-duality result in K:(U) by purely 
algebraic (as opposed to arithmetic) methods (Corollary 2.16). In Section 3 
we then proceed to compute the difference between the class of 0 and the 
class of its dual in GS,oT), where S is a set of primes of o containing those 
wildly ramified in K. We show that this difference depends only on the ideal 
classes of the primes p of o ramified in K, as well as on the ramification 
grows r~,~ and r,,,, [2, p. 411 of a divisor !+? of p in 0. In particular, if all 
the primes of o ramified in K are principal, then 0 and Horn@, o) have the 
same class in GL(oT). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The following notation and conventions will be used throughout this 
paper. 
Let R be a ring. By R-modules we will mean left R-modules. If r is a finite 
group, denote by jr1 its order, by RT the group ring of r with coefficients in 
R, and by t, the sum of the elements of r in RT. Also set T(p, r) = 
ZT/(p, t,.) for p rational prime, and denote by F, the field b/p2 
For the remainder of this section, let o be a Dedekind domain with 
quotient field k of characteristic 0. By a prime of o we will always mean a 
non-zero prime ideal of o. If p is such a prime, oP, k, will denote the 
completions of o, k at p, respectively. If U is an o-algebra and M is an ‘u- 
module, M, will denote o,, @,M. Finally, let k(p) be the residue field o/p. 
If r is a finite group, denote by G,(oT) the Grothendieck group of finitely 
generated or-modules, and by K,(oT) the Grothendieck group of finitely 
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generated projective or-modules. Also let GF’(oT) be the Grothendieck 
group of finitely generated o-torsion or-modules, and let K’,O’(oT) be the 
Grothendieck group of finitely generated o-torsion or-modules with finite 
homological dimension. The relations in the above groups arise from all 
short exact sequences of modules in the appropriate category. If S is a set of 
primes of o, recall that Kt(oT) is the Grothendieck group of finitely 
generated o-torsion free or-modules with projective localizations at all 
primes of o outside S, and GL(oT) is the Grothendieck group of finitely 
generated o-torsion free or-modules, with relations arising from all short 
exact sequences 0 -+ M’ +” M+* M” + 0 such that the sequence 0 --f M’,-+*P 
M, -+@p M; + 0 splits for all primes p of o outside S. We will denote by [M] 
the element of a Grothendieck group corresponding to a module M. Finally, 
for any ring R, let K,(R) be the Whitehead group of R with categorical 
definition as in [ 1, p. 348 J, 
We will now introduce the non-standard Grothendieck group Kurds as 
follows. For p a prime of o set 
and let Kzrvs (or) = 0, K~r3S(o,T) where p runs through all the primes of o. 
Let G be the Grothendieck group of finitely generated o-torsion or-modules 
M such that M, has finite homological dimension as an o,T-module for all 
primes p of o outside S, with relations arising from all short exact sequences. 
The canonical homomorphisms Kfr(oT) + Kp’(o,T), Gp’(oT) -+ Gp’(o,r), 
and G + K~r*S(o,I’) induced by the functor oP 0, (-) clearly yield 
isomorphisms KF’(oI’) Y @,Kp’(o,T), Gp’(oT) 3 @,GFr(opr), and 
G 5 KrrvS(oT) [9, (2.5), p. 81, where p runs through the primes of o in the 
direct sums. We will identify these groups by means of these isomorphisms 
and hence, for example, view KF’(o,T) as a subgroup of Kp’(oT). 
Let K be a finite separable field extension of k and let c) be the integral 
closure of o in K. Since Q is a projective o-module, the inclusion o C, 0 
yields homomorphisms Rest : G(0T) -+ G(oT) and Ind$ : G(oT) --f G(DT) for 
G = G K Gtor and K”’ Similarly, if S’ is a set of primes of 0 such that 
‘Q f-7 o”is “In “S for ill’ 13 in S’, then we get a homomorphism 
Rest : KprvS’ (DT) + Kp’3S(oI’). On the other hand, if S’ contains all the 
primes 7, of 0 such that ‘$ n o is in S, then we obtain a map 
Indf : K~r*S(oIJ -+ Kp’*” (or). The following result holds. 
(1.1) In GF’(oT) the composite Resf Indf is just multiplication by [K : k]. 
Proof It suffices to prove the result locally, hence we may assume that D 
is a discrete valuation ring. Then 0 is a free o-module of rank [K : k], hence 
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Resf[O Q,M] = [K : k] [M] in Gp’(oT) for any finitely generated o-torsion 
or-module M, which gives us the result. 
Let d 4 r be an injection of finite groups; since or is free over od, we 
have, by extension and restriction of scalars, homomorphisms 
Indi : G(od) + G(oT) and Resi : G(oT) + G(od), respectively, where G is 
any of the above Grothendieck groups. Now let 4: r--+II be a 
homomorphism of finite groups. Then we get homomorphisms 
Res, : G$“(oH) + G’,O’(oT) and Res, : GL(on) -+ GL(oT) by restriction of 
scalars via 4. In addition, we obtain homomorphisms Res, : K,(kZ7) + K,(kT) 
and (Res,),: K,(k$) + K,(k,T) for all primes p of o, since kT and k,T are 
semi-simple. Moreover, the diagram below commutes: 
K, WY 
Rt-S* 
- K, WI 
I I 
K,(k,fl) (Res’)p + K,(k,T) 
(l-2) 
where the vertical maps are induced by the functor kpmk (-), 
(1.3) Assume that o is a discrete valuation ring with prime p, and let p be 
the characteristic of k(p). Suppose that r= A >Q I7 is a semi-direct product 
where the normal subgroup A is a p-group. If 9: r -+ lI is the projection map, 
the homomorphisms Res; : GF’(oT) + Gv’(ofl) and Res, : Gp’(oZT) -+ 
Gp’(oT) are isomorphisms, and each is the other’s inverse. 
Proo$ Since the restriction of $ to n E r is the identity map of n, it is 
clear that the composite 
is the identity map of Gp’(on). Thus we need only show that the map Res, 
is surjective, i.e., by [ 1, Theorem 3.4, p. 4031, that [M] is in the image of 
Res, for any simple or-module M. Since A is a p-group, the augmentation 
ideal of k(p)A is nilpotent [ 1, p. 5611, hence it generates a nilpotent ideal of 
k(p)T since A is normal in I’. As M is also simple as a k(p)T-module, we 
obtain that A acts trivially on M, hence [M] = Res, Res; [M] in Gp’(oT), 
and we get the result. 
We now want to define a map Res,: K~‘*S(oZ7) -+ K’,O’,s(oT). For p in S 
we have a map (Res,),: K~‘3S(op17--t K~‘s(opT) since in that case 
Ky(o,r) = Gy(o,r). I n order to handle the case p outside S, we make 
the following assumption: 
(1.4) Let r be A XI n, a semi-direct product with factor group IZ. 
Let 4: r--+ n be the projection map, and assume that IA 1 is a unit in op for all 
p outside S. 
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Now let P be a finitely generated projective or&‘-module, where p is 
outside S. We can view P as an o&module via 4: o,T + ~$7. If (1.4) holds, 
then 17~ r with ]A ] = [r : n] invertible in o,,, hence we may apply 
Maschke’s Lemma [ 1, Proposition 1.1, p. 5591 to get P projective as an o,T- 
module. Consequently, since restriction via 4 is an exact functor from o,ZZ- 
modules to o,r-modules, an o,n-module of finite homological dimension 
will also have finite homological dimension as an o,r-module via 0, and we 
obtain a homomorphism 
(Res,),: Kp’.S(o,n) = K$“(o,ZT) + Kp’(o,T) = KF’*S(o,Z). 
Thus, assuming (1.4), we obtain a homomorphism 
Res, = @ (Res,),: Kp”“(~n) + KFrVS(uT). 
P 
Note that assumption (1.4) will hold if o is the ring of integers of an 
algebraic number field and if ]A( is prime to all the primes of o outside S. 
The maps Indi, Resx, and Res, will clearly commute with the maps Resfj 
and Indf, when applicable. 
Our object is now to obtain a complex K,(kT)+ K$)‘,S(oT) + Ki(oT) 
which will correspond to the exact sequence of [7, Theo&me 1.10, p. 2411. 
Its exactness holds, although we shall not need it here. 
Let 3, be the composite K,(kT) +‘Kp’(oT) + K~‘~S(oZJ where 8 is the 
connecting homomorphism of the localization exact sequence of [ 1, 
Theorem 6.3, p. 4941, and the unlabeled map is induced by the inclusion 
functor. If p is a prime of o, the naturality of the connecting homomorphisms 
makes the following diagram commute: 
K,(W) Bs Kp’J(or) 
I I (1.5) 
K,(k,r) a, Ky(o,r) 
where the left vertical map is induced by the functor kpOk (-) and the right 
vertical map is the projection map. If A is a subgroup of r, then 3, will 
commute with Indi; and Resi since 8 does. On the other hand, if r= A >Q I7 
satisfies (1.4) and if 4: F+ l7 is the projection map, it is clear from [ 1, 
Proposition 6.1, Theorem 6.3, Proposition 2.1, and p. 4961 that the diagram 
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K,(k#) -2 K~‘~S(o,n) 
I O-S,) p I Wes.J p K,(kJ) a, K’o”“s(opI-) 
commutes for all primes p of o and hence, by (1.5) and (1.2), the diagram 
below commutes: 





K,(kI’) a, K~‘,S(oT) 
(1.6) 
Now define x: KprVS(oT) -+ Kz(oI’) as follows. Let M be a finitely 
generated o-torsion or-module such that M, has finite homological 
dimension for p outside S. Take a short exact sequence of finitely generated 
or-modules 0 -+ Q -+ P -+ M+ 0 with P o-torsion free, locally projective 
outside S. Because of the assumption on M, Q is also locally projective 
outside S, hence corresponds to an element [Q] of K”(oT). Set x([M]) = 
[P] - [Q]. That the image of [M] is independent of the choice of the short 
exact sequence will come from the following lemma, which is a 
generalization of Schanuel’s Lemma [ 1, Proposition 6.3, p. 36; 7, 
Lemma 1.4, p. 2371. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let o be a Dedekind domain, S a set of primes of o, and P 
aJinite group. Let M be a finitely generated o-torsion or-module, and let 
be two short exact sequences of Jnitely generated or-modules with P, P’ o- 
torsion free. 
(a) If P and P’ are locally projective at all primes p of o outside S 
such that M, # 0, then [P] - [Q] = [P’] - [Q’] in Gi(oP). 
(b) If Q, P, Q’, P’ are locally projective outside S, then [P] - [Q] = 
[P’] - [Q’] in Ki(oI’). 
Proof. We will prove (a) and (b) simultaneously. Let N be the fiber 
product of P, P’ above M. We obtain the commutative diagram 










with exact rows and columns. The two short exact sequences 0 -+ Q --t N + 
P' + 0 and 0 + Q’ -+ N -+ P + 0 will split outside S under the hypotheses of 
(a). Indeed, if p is a prime of o outside S, we either have P, and Pb o,T- 
projective or M, = 0. In the latter case the diagram (1.8) gives us the 
splittings. Hence we may use these short exact sequences in both (a) and (b) 
to get [N] = [Q] + [P'] = [Q’] + [P] in the appropriate Grothendieck group, 
and this gives us the lemma. 
The relations in Kpr3’ (or) will arise from short exact sequences of or- 
modules 0 + M’ -+ A4 + 44” -+ 0, with M’, A4, M” finitely generated o-torsion 
or-modules of finite homological dimension outside S. Let 0 + Q’ + 
P' + M’ + 0 and 0 + Q” + P" -+ M” + 0 be short exact sequences of finitely 
generated or-modules with P', P" or-projective. We may embed these short 
exact sequences in a commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
O+Q’+Q+Q”+O 
1 1 1 
o-+p’-+p-+P”+o 
1 1 1 
O-+M’-iM+M”-tO 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
with exact rows and columns, and P or-projective. Using the exact sequences 
O-+Q’-Q-Q”-+0 and O+P'-+P+P"-+O we get [Q]=[Q’]+[Q”] 
and [PI= [P']+ [P"] in Ki(oT). We obtain x([M]) = [P] - [Q] = 
[P'] - [Q’] + [P"] - [Q”] =x([M’]) + x([M”]), hence the map x is well 
defined. Moreover, the diagram 
K’,O’(oT) - Kdor’) 
I I 
K',OrsS(ol-) "-K;(oi-) 
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commutes, where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion functors, 
and where the top horizontal map comes from the appropriate localization 
exact sequence [9, p. 71. Consequently, from the definition of 8, : K,(kT) + 
K~r7s(oI’) we see that the diagram 
K,(kI’) --f-+ Kp’(oT) - K,(oO 
II I I 
K,(kZ-) a, KITES L K;W) 
commutes. Since its upper row is exact [l, Theorem 6.3, p. 4941, the 
composite x o 3, is 0, and we obtain the complex 
K,(kI-) ---f% K~‘9S(oT) ---% Ki (or) (1.9) 
as desired. 
We will now conclude this section by proving the following technical 
result, for which we shall have use in the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
(1.10) Let V be a kr-K-bimodule offinite k-dimension, let M be a finitely 
generated torsion D-module, and let I, J be two orOsubbimodules of V 
containing a k-basis of V, which are finitely generated o-modules. Then 
[fO,M] = [J&M] in Gy(oT). If we assume in addition that I and J are 
or-projective, then the equality holds in KF’(oT). 
ProoJ Since Z and J both contain a k-basis of V, replacing I, if 
necessary, by a suitable o-multiple, we may construct an exact sequence 
O+Z+” J+ C+ 0 of or-Dbimodules, with C o-torsion. On the other 
hand, let 0 --+ Q -G P -+ M + 0 be a finitely generated projective resolution of 
M as an D-module. From these two sequences we obtain the commutative 
diagram: 
Since I and J are finitely generated D-torsion free, they are O-projective, 
hence all the maps of (1.11) are injective, and we obtain the exact sequences 
of finitely generated o-torsion or-modules 
0 -+ Coker( 1, @ /3) -+ Coker(a @ /3) + Coker(a @ lP) + 0 
0 -+ Coker(a 0 la) + Coker(a @/I) + Coker( 1, 0 p) + 0. 
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Now, since A4 is Z)-torsion, the O-modules P and Q are locally isomorphic. 
Consequently, so are the o-torsion or-modules C a0 Q and C @,P, hence 
they are isomorphic. This gives us 
[Tl= [IO,M] + [COoPI = [COoQ] + [JO,M] (1.13) 
in Gtz’(oT) and hence, [I@,M] = [Jo, M] in Gp’(oT). 
If I and J are or-projective, then all the modules appearing in (1.11) are 
or-projective, and hence all the modules appearing in (1.12) have finite 
homological dimension as or-modules. Consequently, (1.13) holds in 
Kp’(oT), which gives us [I@,M] = [J@,M] in Kp’(oT), as desired. 
Note that results similar to (1.10) have been proved by S. Chase in much 
greater generality. 
2. THE TORSION MODULE T(K/k) 
Let o be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, K a finite separable 
field extension of k, and 0 the integral closure of o in K. Let C(K/k) be the 
codifferent of the extension K/k, i.e., 
C(K/k) = {x in K such that tr,,,(xn) s o) 
where tr,,, : K + k is the trace map. Set T(K/k) = C(K/k)/D; T(K/k) is a 
finitely generated o-torsion module. 
Now assume that K/k is Galois with Galois group r. Then D and C(K/k) 
are or-submodules of K and hence T(K/k) is a finitely generated o-torsion 
or-module. From the trace map we derive a kr-module isomorphism K r 
Hom,(K, k), where the r-action on Hom,(K, k) is given by (y . f)(x) = 
f(y-‘(x)) for y in r, f in Hom,(K, k), and x in K. This isomorphism induces 
an or-module isomorphism 
W/k) r Hom,(O, 0) 
which will enable us to use C(K/k) and T(K/k) to study self-duality. Note 
that by [2, (4), p. 16, and Theorem 1, p. 211 T(K/k) = 0 if and only if K/k is 
unramified. Moreover, by [2, pp. 21-221, if K/k is tame then D and 
Hom,(O, o) are or-projective, hence T(K/k) has homological dimension 1 as 
an or-module. Consider the following situation: 
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(2.1) Let D be a Dedekind domain with quotient field k, K a finite 
Galois extension of k with Galois group r, and SJ the integral closure of o in 
K. Let A be a subgroup of r, set F = KA, and let oF be the integral closure of 
o in F. 
(2.2) [4, (1.9b) and (1.9c)]. Let p be a prime of o and let 7, be a 
prime of 0 above p with decomposition group TV. If KY/k, is the local 
extension corresponding to ‘p and p, then T(K/k), = o,T @,prqT(K,/k,) as 
o,T-modules. Consequently, if S is a set of primes of o containing those 
wildly ramified in K, then T(K/k) will give rise to a class in K$“3S(oT), and 
PWk),l = In$,[W&Jl in K~‘YS(o,I’) G K~‘TS(oZJ. 
(2.3) [4, (1.6c), (1.6d), and (1.6e)]. Assume that F/k is unramified; 
then Indf[T(K/k)] = Indi[T(K/F)] in KFr*S(oJ), where S is a set of primes 
of o, containing those wildly ramified in K. 
LEMMA 2.4. In situation (2.1) we have 
Resi [ T(K/k)] = Resi[ T(K/F)] + Indf [ T(F/k)] in Kp’,s(oA) 
where S is a set of primes of o containing those wildly ramified in K. In 
particular, if F/k is unramified, then 
Resi [ T(K/k)] = Resr[ T(K/F)] in Kp’*s(oA). 
Proof We have the following commutative diagram of oA-modules: 
cl + W/k) 
I! i 
I (2.5) 
0, O,, 0 --) W/k) 0, Q + T/k) 0, W/F) 
with A operating on the right factors of the tensor products, the right vertical 
isomorphism arising from the product formula for codifferents 12, 
Proposition 7, p. 171, and the other homomorphisms induced by the 
inclusion maps. Since C(F/k) and 0 are both o,-projective, we have the 
short exact sequences of oA-modules: 
0 + o, O,, D * C(F/k) O,, 0 - T(F/k) 0, D -+ 0 
0 + W/k) 00,. n -+ W/k) 0, W/F) + C(F/k) 0 OF- T(K/F) + 0 
(2.6) 
hence T(F/k) 0, D and C(F/k) O,, T(K/F) both have finite homological 
dimension outside S. From (2.5) and (2.6) we get the exact sequence 
0 + W/k) 0, D -+ T(K/k) --t C(F/k) 0, T(K/F) + 0 (2.7) 
481/90/l-16 
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of od-modules, with A operating on the right factors of the tensor products. 
Proceeding locally and applying (1.10) we have [0 0, T(F/k)] = 
[OFA 00, W/k)1 in KF’*S(oA). Indeed, 0 and o,A are two finitely 
generated torsion free o-modules in K = FA which are od-o,-subbimodules of 
K N FA containing the appropriate k-basis, and op is a projective o,A- 
module when p is not in S. This gives us [ T(F/k) 0, O] = [D 0, T(F/k)] = 
[ o,A @,, T(F/k)] = [o A 0, T(F/k)] = Indf [ T(F/k)] in KprYS(o A). 
On the other hand, the OF-module C(F/k) being locally isomorphic to o,, 
the two torsion modules C(F/k) 0, T(K/F) and oF 0, T(K/F) are locally 
isomorphic, hence isomorphic, thus [C(F/k) 0, T(K/F)] = Resc[T(K/F)]. 
This, with (2.7), gives us the desired equality. If F/k is unramified, then 
T(F/k) = 0 and we obtain the second statement of the lemma. 
Now assume that o is a complete discrete valuation ring with k, K, r, D 
still as in (2.1). Let p be the prime of o, let p be the characteristic of k(p), 
and let A be the inertia group of K/k. 
(2.8) [4, Theorem 1.71. If K/k is tame we have [T(K/k)] = 
Indi [k(p) Oh T(p, A)] in K$“(oT). 
We need such a description of T(K/k) for the wild case. 
(2.9) Let F = KA be the maximal unramified extension of k in K [2, 
Theorem 2, p. 271. In the totally ramified extension K/F, there is a unique 
maximal subfield E of K which is tame over F. Then A’ = Gal(K/E), which 
is the first ramification group of K/k [2, p. 331, is a normal subgroup of A 
and a p-group [2, Theorem 1, p. 291. On the other hand, E/F is tame and 
totally ramified, hence has degree prime to p by [2, p. 211. Since this degree 
is also [A : A’], we may apply Schur’s Theorem [6, Theorem 10.5, p. 1331 to 
obtain a subgroup II of A such that A = A’ >a n. Set F’ = K”; then K/F’ is 
tame and totally ramified since (InI, p) = 1. This situation corresponds to 
the diagram 
k 
Denote by o,, oF, the integral closures of o in F, F’, respectively, and let ‘$ 
be the prime of oF, $3 the prime of o,,. 
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THEOREM 2.10. In the above situation, we have [T(K/k)] = 
Indi Res,([k(p) @r T(p, n)] + m[k(p)D]) in G:‘(S), where m is the length 
of a composition series for the o,-torsion module T(F’/F), Res, : GF’(ol7) + 
Gr’(oA) arises from the projection map 4: A --t Z7, and [k(p) Oz T(p, ZZ)], 
[k(p)171 are in Gp’(oZ7). Note that m also satisfies C(F’/F) = (13’)-” since 
F’/F is totally ramified. 
ProoJ From (1.1) we have [F : k] [ T(K/k)] = Resi Indc[ T(K/k)] in 
Gp’(oT), consequently, since F/k is unramified, we may apply (2.3) to get 
[F : k] [T(K/k)] = Resf Indi[ T(K/F)]. But by (1.3) we have [T(K/F)] = 
Res, Res$ [ T(K/F)] in Grr(oFA), hence by Lemma 2.4 [T(K/F)] = 
Res,(ResF’[ T(K/F’)] + Indy [ T(F’/F)]). We obtain [F : k] [ T(K/k)] = 
Rest Indi Res,(Res:‘[ T(K/F’)] + Indy [ T(F’/F)]), hence 
[F : k] [ T(K/k)] = Indi Res,(Res{‘[ T(K/F’)] + Indy Res[[ T(F’/F)]). (2.11) 
Now, since K/F’ is tame and totally ramified, [W/F’)1 = 
PC?)‘) 0, T(P, n)l in G:‘(o~,~) by (2.8). But F’/F is totally ramified as 
well, thus F’(?)‘) is isomorphic to F(V) over 0,. We get Resc’[T(K/F’)] = 
[F(Cp) Oz T(P, WI in Gp’(o17), hence 
Res~‘PVW’)l = PT4-J) Okcpj (k(p) Oz T(P, ZO)] 
= FTLJP) : k(p)1 [k(p) Om T(P, WI 
= [F : kl [k(p) @a T(P, WI, 
since F/k is unramified. 
On the other hand, since o, is a discrete valuation ring, [T(F’/F)] = 
m[F(‘$)] in G$“(o~), where m is as in the theorem; consequently, 
Indy Resp[ T(F’/F)] = m Indy Resc[F($J)] = m[F : k] [k(p)ZZ] in Gr’(on). 
Combining this with (2.11) we have [F : k] [T(K/k)] = 
[F : k] Indi Res,( [k(p) @Jz T(p, ZT)] + m[k(p)ZZ]), which gives us the 
theorem since G$“(oT) is a free abelian group [ 1, Theorem 3.4, p. 4031. 
COROLLARY 2.12. In the situation of the theorem, we have 
Resk [T(K/k)] = [k(p) : F,,] Indi Res,([T(p, Z7)] + m[lF,J]) in Gr’(Z,T) c 
G~‘@Ir), and ifK/k is tame, then Re&[T(K/k)] = [k(p) : FP] Indi[T(p, A)] 
in KF’(Z,T) G K:‘(U). 
ProoJ The first equality is obtained by applying the map Re.$% to the 
formula of the theorem, and the second one by applying Resk$ to the 
formula of (2.8). 
We will now return to the global case and use the above results to get a 
complete description of T(K/k) in the appropriate Grothendieck group. For 
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the remainder of this section let K/k be a finite Galois extension of algebraic 
number fields with Galois group r, and let 0, o be the rings of integers of K, 
k, respectively. Let S be a set of primes of D containing those wildly ramified 
in K. We have seen that T(K/k) gives rise to a class [T(K/k)] in K’,OrqS(oT). 
If p is a prime of o ramified in K, choose a prime !P of 0 above p, and let 
rq,i, for i > -1, be the ramification groups of the local extension Kg/k, [2, 
p. 411. In particular, rn,-r = TV is the decomposition group of ‘p, and 
Tw,0 = A, is the inertia group of ‘Q. Applying the situation (2.9) to the 
extension K9,/kp, let “IQ be A$/r,,, , dY the canonical projection A,-+ IZ,, 
and tnql the length of a composition series for the o,n-torsion module 
T(Fb/F%) where F, = K$p and Fi, = Kil’. In particular, we have IZ, = A, 
and m, = 0 if p is tamely ramified. Let p be the characteristic of k(P). 
THEOREM 2.13. In the above situation, we have [T(K/k),] = 
Indi, Res,&[k(p) Oz T(p, II,)] + mlp[k(p)17,]) in K’o”r*S(o,r) E Kyr*S(oT), 
hence 
[TWk)l = x Id, Res,,([k@) Oz T(P, fly>] + m,[k(p)n,]) 
p ramified 
inK 
ramified in K 
+ &I) Indf$N~(bW) Oz T(P> &>I + m&W&l) 
ramified in K 
in K’,O’qS(oT). 
Proof. We have 
[ T(K/k)] = c [ T(K/k),] = x [T(K/k),] 
pprime of 0 p ry;-ied 
in KFrqS(oT), as T(K/k),= 0 when p is unramitied. By (2.2) we get 
[W/k)1 = c Indk&TWdk,)l. 
pramified 
iIlK 
If p is wildly ramified, then p belongs to S and we have [T[KV/kp)] = 
Indf;‘$ Res,J[k(p) Oz T(P, fl,>l + %[W) fl,l> in G“‘(o prg> by 
Theorem 2.10. If p is tamely ramified, we may apply (2.3) and (2.8) to get 
[T(Kg/kp)] = Indii[k(p) @r T(p, do\)] in Kyr(o,TW). This gives us the 
theorem since n, = A, and m, = 0, hence Ind:, Res,,([k(p) 0 r T(p, IZV)l 
+ mro[k(p) ZZ,]) = Indg, [k(p) @r T(p, A$)] when p is tamely ramified in K. 
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COROLLARY 2.14 [4, Theorem 1.81. If K/k is tame in the situation of 
the theorem, we get 




For the remainder of this section, let S’ be any set of rational primes 
containing those with a divisor in S. 




[k(p): F,,l Id, Res,,([Tb n,>l + m~F,~~l) 
inK 
in Kp’*S’(ZT). M oreover, if p is a prime of o ramlsed in K, Resk,[T(K,/k,)] 
belongs to the image of a,, : K,(UW,) -+ KprVS’(ZT,). Consequently, 
Resk,[T(K/k),] and hence Resk[T(K/k)] belong to the image of 
a,, : Kl(Q.l-) -+ K~‘VS’(ZT). 
Proof. The first assertion follows from applying the map Resk, to the 
formula of the theorem. Now, since a,, commutes with Ind&,, and since we 
have Resk, [ T(K/k),] = Resk, Ind&, [ T(K,/k,)] by (2.2) and 
Resk,[T(K/k)] = c Resb[T(K/k),] 
pramified 
inK 
in KiYs ‘(ZT), to conclude 
the proof it suffices to show that Resb[T(K,/k,)] is in the image of 
~3, r: K, (WV) -+ K;- ‘(HQ. Consequently, by the commutativity of 
(1.6)-since (1.4) holds for A, and n,-it suffices to show that [iF,n,] and 
[ T(p, ZI,)] are in the image of a,, : K1(QZZ,) + Kpr’S’(ZIZ,). But note that 
n, is cyclic of order prime to p by 12, Theorem 1, p. 301, hence (p, t,& N 
(1, tncg) = Zn, by [ 10, Corollary 6.1, p. 2801. Let a be an element of Zl7, 
generating (p, t,,J, and let m,, mp denote multiplication by a, p, respec- 
tively, in both Hn, and QZZ,. Using the short exact sequences 0 + ZIIq)+“‘p 
217,+lF,17,-+0 and O-+HZ,-+ m. ZZZ, + T(p, n,) -+ 0, and using ] 1, 
Theorem 6.3, p. 4941, we have [F,n,] = a([C!!ZIV, m,]) and [T(p, IZ,)] = 
a( ]Q.ZZV, m,]) in Kp’(LZ7,); hence the corollary follows from the definition 
of a,,. 
COROLLARY 2.16. In the above situation we have [C(K/k)] = [D] in 
K;‘(U). 
Proof. Using the short exact sequence 0 + D + C(K/k) -+ T(K/k) + 0 we 
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see that Resk [ T(K/k)] maps to [C(K/K)] - [EJ] under the map 
KL KtgoLS’ (ZT) + Ki’(ZT) of Section 1. On the other hand, since the sequence 
(1.9) is a complex, we obtain from Corollary 2.15 that X(Resg[T(K/k)]) = 0, 
hence the corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 2.17. In the above situation we have [C(K/k)] = [D] in 
G;(U). 
COROLLARY 2.18. Assume that K/k is tame. Then [C(K/k)] = [O] in 
4, WI. 
3. SELF-DUALITY IN G:(C) 
Let K/k be a finite Galois extension of algebraic number fields with 
Galois group r, and let 0, o be the rings of integers of K, k, respectively. Let 
S be a set of primes of o containing those wildly ramified in K. The 
following theorem will show that [C(K/k)] - [0] in Gi(oT) depends only 
on the ideal classes of the primes of o ramified in K, as well as on the 
ramification groups rFD,0 and Te,I [2, p. 411, where Cp is a prime of 0 above 
a ramified prime p of o. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K, k, f’, c), o, and S be as above. Then 
[W/k)1 - [Ql 
= &I, Ind&,(b41- [P~II - (bl - [PI)) 
ramified in K 
+ ,&I, 
Indi;gRes,9D((m~+ W&II - [P$& - (bl - [PIN 
ramified in K 
in Gi(oT), where o and p are given trivial A+ction in thejiirst summation 
and trivial 17,-action in the second, and where A,, q& Ii’,, and mcD are as in 
the situation of Theorem 2.13. More precisely, ‘$I is a prime of 0 above p, 
A, = TV,O where r,,i for i > -1 denotes the ith ramlpcation group at 13, II, 
isA&q).LI T& is the canonical projection of A, onto II,, and mV is the length 
of a composition series for the o,.+, -torsion module T(Fb/F& where F, = K$g 
and F;, = Kiq. 
The proof of the theorem will depend on the map defined below and on the 
following lemmas. Let o be a Dedekind domain, S a set of primes of O, and r 
a finite group. Let IJI: K’,0’9S(oT) + Gi(oT) be the composite K’,O’*S(oT)+X 
K;(oT) -+ G;(or) where the unlabeled map is induced by the inclusion 
functor, and where x is as in Section 1. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let k be an algebraic numberfield with ring of integers o, p 
a prime of o, S a set of primes of o, and I a finite group. 
(a) If A is a subgroup of I, then v/ commutes with Indi. 
(b) If p belongs to S, 4: I--+ II is a homomorphism of finite groups 
and Res, is the corresponding “restriction of scalars” map, then the 
following diagram commutes: 





Gt,“‘(o,I-) ----+ Kpqor) 2 GS,(oI-) 
Proof. Part (a) is clear; for part (b), let M be a finitely generated op 
torsion o $-module, and let 0 + Q --f P -+ M + 0 be a short exact sequence of 
finitely generated on-modules with P o-torsion free. Since the completion of 
M is 0 at all primes of o outside S, we may use Lemma 1.7(a) to get 
vWf1) = PI - [Ql in GG(oD). Similarly, yl([M]) = [P] - [Q] in Gi(or) 
where M, P, and Q are viewed as or-modules via 4, hence the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let k be an algebraic number field with ring of integers o, p 
a prime of o, S a set of primes of o, p the characteristic of k(p), and I a 
finite group. Assume that (]I], p) = 1 if p is not in S. Then [k(p)I] and 
[k(p) Oz T(P, 01 map to [or] - [pr] and WI - WI - [o] + [PI, 
respectively, under w: K~‘~S(oT) + G&(oI). 
Proof: If p is outside S, o,T is a maximal order by [8, Theorem 4 1.1, 
p. 3791 since p is prime to ]r]; hence Kt,OrVS(o,I) = K’,O’(o,I) = Gp’(o,I) [8, 
Theorem 21.4, p. 1881. Consequently, K~‘VS(o,T)=G~‘(o,I) whether p is in 
S or not, and the o,T-modules k(p)T and M = k(p) @z T(p, I) do have a 
class in Kr’*’ (0,~). Since M = k(p)I/(t,), we have the exact sequence of 
or-modules 0 + k(p) + k(p)&+ M-t 0, where the injection is given by 
multiplication by t,. Consequently, [M] = [k(p)T] - [k(p)] in K~‘VS(o,I) g 
K~‘~S(oI). The or-modules k(p)T and k(p) have resolutions by finitely 
generated o-torsion free or-modules 0 -+ pT+ or-+ k(p)T+ 0 and 0 + p + 
o -+ k(p) -+ 0, respectively. Their localizations are 0 at all primes of o except 
p. Moreover, if p is outside S, o,T is maximal and every finitely generated 
o-torsion free o,r-module is projective. Consequently, we may apply 
Lemma 1.7(a) to get v([k(p)T]) = [or] - [pr] and yl([k(p)]) = [o] - [p] in 
G&(oT), which gives us the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As in the proof of Corollary 2.16, we show that 
[T(K/k)] in Kp’9S(oI) maps both to [C(K/k)] - [c)] and to the right-hand 
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side of the equality under v/ in G&(S). As the first assertion is clear, let us 
prove the second. 
If p is tamely ramified in K, p is prime to Idol. This implies 
v4[W/k),l) = Ind&,([o~vl - [pAyI - (LoI - [PI)) by Lemma 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.2(a), since in that case [T(K/k),] = Indi,[k(p) Oz T(p,de)] in 
K$)‘-S(oT) by Theorem 2.13. 
If p is wildly ramified in K, then p lies in S and v([T(K/k),]) = 
Indf;, Res, ((m, + l)([d7,] - [pnB]) - ([o] - [P])) by Theorem 2.13, 
Lemma 3.2 a), (b), and Lemma 3.3, hence the theorem follows. I 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let o, k, K, D, r, and S be as in the theorem, and 
assume that every prime of o ramifying in K is principal. Then 
[C(K/k)] = [O] in GL(oT). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let o, k, K, 0, r be as in the theorem, and assume that 
every prime of o ramifying in K is principal. Then [C(K/k)] = [D] in G,(oT). 
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